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are developed with environmentally
unfriendly materials (e.g., acidic electrolytes in Li batteries) and add to the issue
of electronic waste.[1,4] As a result, it is
increasingly becoming critical to develop
eco-friendly devices, using materials that
are sustainable and can be reused or naturally discarded. In this regard, the natural
fibers (e.g., natural fibers with conductive
nanoparticles composites) have been engineered in recent years to develop conductive electrodes[5,6] or energy devices such
as batteries and supercapacitors (SC).[7]
Similarly, non-toxic or biocompatible electrolytes such as sweat or sweat equivalents
have also been explored[8] for sustainable
energy storage.[9,10] Such devices make an
excellent beginning for the long journey
toward the development of electronics
that complies with the ethos of circular
economy and will revolutionize emerging
applications such as wearables, smart packages, robotics, and electric vehicles.[3,11,12]
Herein we present an eco-friendly energy autonomous
system comprising of natural jute fiber-based temperature and
humidity sensors which are powered by a SC–also based on
jute-fiber. The SC uses poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) coated jute fiber functionalized
with single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) as the electrode
and a new hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) with KCl salt-based
gel electrolyte. A key characteristic of the sustainable energy
systems is that they use environmentally friendly and/or abundantly available materials as substrates, current collector, active
electrode, separator, and electrolytes. In this regard, our jutefiber-based approach is an attractive route as it is eco-friendly,
biodegradable, and recyclable.[6,13] For example, it can be recycled and reused to obtain a carbon electrode for the fabrication
of the SC.[14] As the second most-produced natural fiber in the
world (after cotton), jute is a readily available low-cost material. It comprises of cellulose (70 wt%), hemicellulose (15 wt%),
and lignin (10 wt%).[15] The hydroxyl groups, the main functional groups in cellulose, are involved in a number of intraand intermolecular hydrogen bonds, leading to the formation
of ordered crystalline arrangements aligned along the fiber
length. The high tensile and flexural strength resulting from
this arrangement makes jute fibers an attractive substrate for
flexible devices such as SCs. Further, their ability to be woven
into different forms and shapes[16,17] make them suitable
for application such as wearables. Given these properties, it

Environmentally friendly energy devices and systems are of increasing interest
for the circular economy and sustainable information and communications
technology. To this end, an energy-autonomous system comprised of natural
jute fiber-based supercapacitor (SC) and sensors (temperature and humidity)
is presented. This material is coated with poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS)/single-walled carbon nanotubes as the
electrode and cellulose-based material as a separator. Further, a newly prepared
hydroxyethyl cellulose-potassium chloride based gel is used as the electrolyte.
The observed capacitance is nearly twice the value reported for similar SCs. The
energy and power densities of the presented SC are 0.712 μWh cm−1 and 3.85
µW cm−1, respectively at a capacitance of 8.65 mF cm−1 and an applied current of
0.1 mA. The fabricated temperature sensor shows a relative change in response
of 0.23% °C−1 from 24 to 35 °C and the humidity sensor exhibits a sensitivity
of 1.5 Ω/%RH (relative change of 0.20%) up to 50%RH. Developed using
sustainable and biocompatible materials, the presented SC can power the jutefiber based sensors, thus demonstrating an attractive eco-friendly solution for
applications such as wearables, grain sacks, and bags.

1. Introduction
The need to power portable electronic systems for everexpanding wearables, connected objects, information and communications technology (ICT) devices, electric vehicles, etc.,
has led to a significant rise in the use of conventional energy
storage devices such as Li-ion batteries.[1–3] Such devices offer
high energy density and reliable power output, but often they
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surprising that jute fiber has been largely ignored when it
comes to fibers-based devices.
The jute fibers need to be functionalized with conductive
materials (e.g., Ag nanoparticle and carbon nanotubes)[17,18] to
develop sustainable electrodes. This is because the cellulose and
lignin present in the jute fibers act as insulators. Currently, most
of the fiber- or textile-based SCs use metal coated cloth, which
suffers from issues such as chemical instability due to reaction with electrolytes.[19] On the contrary, due to high cellulose
content (≈70%), the jute fiber could absorb aqueous active electrode inks including those based on organic conductive polymer
and aqueous nanoparticle carbon[8,20]–thus leading to SCs with
improved performance. The choice of electrolytes and their wettability for longer periods also governs the high performance of
energy devices such as SCs. Herein, we have used a newly prepared HEC-KCl based gel as the electrolyte to overcome the traditional issue of crystallization of the metal salt. Neutral gel electrolytes such as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)[10] crystallize or salt out
(like KCl, sodium chloride (NaCl), and sodium sulfate (Na2SO4))
easily during the electrolyte preparation.[21] The HEC-KCl based
gel electrolyte used here is biocompatible and this is an attractive feature for applications such as wearables where health
hazard due to leakage of the electrolyte can be a major concern. Further, the film-forming capability and high gluiness of
HEC can enhance the electrolyte – electrode bonding, allowing
the SC to exhibit stable capacitive behavior against mechanical
deformation such as bending.[22] Further, it can promote ion
diffusion from the bulk electrolyte and hence improve the SC
performance.[20] The HEC electrolyte applied here on the cellulose-based separators allowed for a longer lasting electrode wettability (one of our tests shows more than 13 days (5000 cycles)
of continuous charging-discharging measurement).
In this work, the materials used for the fabrication of the
SC and the sensors are biocompatible and cause less pollution
when compared to traditional energy storage devices. Further
by using natural fibers for electronics and energy storage application, this work proposes new application for natural fibers.
With a focus on the sustainable materials-based energy storage
devices and energy-autonomous systems, this work supports
the united nations sustainable development goals such as
i) sustainable cities and communities, ii) affordable and clean
energy, and iii) responsible consumption and production.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Design of the SC
In this work, PEDOT: PSS coated jute fiber is used for the
fabrication of SC due to better stability, uniform film property, excellent conductivity, and higher electroactivity in comparison with other conducting polymers.[23] The high cellulose
content (≈70%) of the jute fiber allows them to absorb the
polymer ink in the bulk. However, an electrode redox reaction in the PEDOT: PSS could lead to the degradation of the
polymer coating. We also observed that PEDOT: PSS has low
intercalation capacitance when reacting with the electrolyte. To
overcome this, we functionalized PEDOT: PSS with SWCNT on
top, as it offers high electrical conductivity, high aspect ratio,
large surface area, and excellent electrochemical activity and
Adv. Sustainable Syst. 2021, 2000286
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chemical stability.[24] Further, it enhances the conductivity of
the electrode as the SWCNT network provides multiple pathways for electron and ion transportation. It was found that the
electrochemical double-layer capacitance (EDLC) from SWCNT
and the pseudocapacitance along with EDLC from PEDOT: PSS
results in excellent electrochemical performance of the SC. The
schematic of the SC is shown in Figure 1a with a cross-section
of the electrode (Figure1b) and an image of the fabricated SC
is in Figure 1c. The positive (K+) and negative (Cl−) ions from
HEC-KCl electrolyte are distributed in the electrode (Figure 1d).
Depending on the polarity of the electrode during charging, an
electrochemical double layer (edl) is formed on the surface of
each fiber electrode as shown in Figure 1e.
2.2. Structural Analysis
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopic analysis shows the
presence of functional groups from jute fiber (Figure 21), cellulose/polyester cloth (Figure 2a), jute with PEDOT: PSS
(Figure 2b), jute with PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT (Figure 2b) and
HEC-KCl gel electrolyte (Figure 2c). The spectra of jute and
cloth (Figure 2a) share characteristic bands of moieties of polysaccharides. i) The band associated with sugar alcohols between
3600 and 3000 cm−1, with a small characteristic peak of OH
stretching in cellulose at ≈3330 cm−1. ii) A weaker band associated with the stretching of CH bonds can be seen between
3000–2800 cm−1. This vibration justifies the band that appears
in the region between 1400 and 1300 cm−1. iii) The intense peak
between 1165 and 900 cm−1 is mainly due to the combination of
two peaks of absorption by the CO bonds. Between 1165 and
1110 cm−1 the stretching vibrations of COC bonds in ethers
can be observed. Likewise, between 1070 and 950 cm−1 the
stretching of CO bonds alcohols is present. Cellulose is rich
in both functional groups. iv) The peak that appears in at lowest
wavenumber region (< 730 cm−1) of our spectra is due to the
bending vibration of the CH bonds. The jute spectrum also
shows peaks associated with its higher proportion of lignin,
rich in phenyl groups. This justifies the small peaks between
1700 and 1450 cm−1 associated with the CC stretching in the
aromatic ring. For jute fiber treated with PEDOT: PSS, the spectrum (Figure 2b) shows CH2 bonding with the two twin peaks
at 2920 and 2860 cm−1. The two characteristic peaks at 1463
and 797 cm−1 show the presence of thiophene in the polymer
mixture. The broad band between 3600 and 3000 cm−1 is due
to the stretching vibrations of CH bonds. The optical properties of the PEDOT: PSS coated jute fiber functionalized with
SWCNTs (Figure 2b) show a combination of broad absorption
of infrared radiation. The reflection of the higher wavenumber
part of the light makes it difficult to measure the infrared spectrum. Even so, from the above spectrum, the absorption of
SWCNTs can be discerned. Finally, the HEC–KCl gel electrolyte
spectrum was obtained by placing a small sample on a glass
microscope slide (Figure 2c). Due to the strong absorption of
this material, we could not measure below 2000 cm−1. In addition, because of the irregular surface of HEC after drying, the
absorption on the other side of the spectrum is also distorted.
However, the stretching vibration bands of the OH and CH
bonds (3600–3000 cm−1 and 3000–2800 cm−1, respectively) are
perfectly visible.[25]
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Sustainable Systems published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 1. a) Schematic representation of the jute fiber-based SC. b) The cross-section of the electrode, c) image of the fabricated SC, d) Positive (K+)
and negative (Cl−) ions distributed in the SC electrodes, and e) ions distribution during charging of the electrodes.

2.3. Electrochemical Performances of the Devices
The electrochemical impedance spectroscopic (EIS) analysis,
through the Nyquist plots (Figure 3a), confirms faster ion transport of PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT electrode as compared to PEDOT:
PSS electrode by offering low impedance (as shown in Bode
impedance plot in Figure 3b). The equivalent circuit of SCs

(inset of Figure 3b) could predict the electrical properties, which
are summarized in Table 1. The equivalent fitting shows that on
the application of a potential the ions from the electrolyte (K+
and Cl−) interact with the surface of the film and an edl gets
generated through non-Faradaic reaction, eventually leading to
a double-layer capacitance (Cdl) formation. The analyzed results
(Table 1) show that the PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT based SC shows

Figure 2. Infrared spectrum of a) jute and bare Cellulose/Polyester based cloth, b) jute–PEDOT PSS and Jute–PEDOT PSS + SWCNT c) HEC–KCl
based gel electrolyte.
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Figure 3. a,b) Comparison of Nyquist and Bode impedance plots for PEDOT: PSS and PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT based SCs (inset shows equivalent circuit).
c) Nyquist plot at a high-frequency range.

more than three times higher Cdl value as compared to the
PEDOT: PSS based SC. It was noted that the π–π interaction
between the thiophene rings of PEDOT and the SWCNTs helps
to delocalize the electrons in the PEDOT:PSS chain, which
in turn increases the conductivity of the film.[26] The SWCNT
coated on the top of PEDOT: PSS matrix further enhances the
conductivity of the electrode by providing multiple pathways for
electron and ion transport with excellent chemical stability.[24]
The enhanced conductivity leads to better electrode–ion interaction as evident from the lower solution resistance (Rs) of
PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT based SCs (88 Ω) in comparison with the
one based on PEDOT: PSS (147 Ω).
Surface roughness also plays an important role, particularly
in determining the resistance of electrode–electrolyte contacts.
To this end, we measured the roughness of the film-coated on
the top of jute fiber through the scanning electron microscopic
(SEM) images, as shown in Figure S1, Supporting Information. Comparing with the Cdl, we noted that the magnitude of
the diffusion capacitance (Cd) is higher (it is in the mF range).
The diffusion capacitance occurs in the bulk phase of the active
materials due to the redox-dependent insertion of the ions
from the electrolyte. It was noted that the ions from the electrolyte diffuse into the pores of the PEDOT: PSS electrode and
contribute to the pseudocapacitance due to a redox reaction of
the conjugated polymer. Here due to the presence of SWCNT,
the diffusion resistance (Rd) and the charge transfer resistance (Rct) have lower values. At high frequencies (Figure 3c), a
minor Rct (1.8 mΩ) with an invisible semicircle was found for
the PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT electrode, while the PEDOT: PSS
Table 1. The variation of parameters for the PEDOT: PSS and PEDOT:
PSS/SWCNT based SCs obtained from equivalent fitting of the Nyquist
plots.
Parameters

PEDOT: PSS

PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT

Rs (Ω)

147.18

85.88

Rct (Ω)

34.3

0.0018

Cdl (F)

6.03e-9

2.53e-6

Rd (Ω)

92.8

79.93

Cd (F)

0.0065

0.0093
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electrode showed a larger value of ≈34.Ω, obtained from the
diameter of the semicircle at the high frequency. Hence, due
to the low ionic diffusion resistance the PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT
electrode-based SC shows a high pseudocapacitance. Through
EIS analysis, it was found that the PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT electrode-based SC exhibited higher intercalation capacitance[12]
(113 mF at 1 mHz) as compared to the PEDOT: PSS electrode
(72 mF at 1 mHz). This is confirmed by the low impedance in
Bode plots, shown in Figure 3b. Thus, significant enhancement
in the electron/ion transport is achieved with the PEDOT: PSS/
SWCNT electrode.
The cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves (at a scan rate of 10 mV s−1
in Figure 4a and 1 mV s−1 in Figure 4b) of the PEDOT: PSS
and PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT based SCs exhibited a pseudo rectangular shape at scan rates of 1–10 mV s−1 (shown in Figure 4c
for PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT electrode). The CV curves indicated
good capacitive behavior of the fabricated SCs. Distorted rectangular curves found for both SCs, in the case of high scan rate
(50 and 100 mV s−1), could be attributed to a limited diffusion
rate constant.[24] The specific capacitance (Csp) of SCs were
obtained by using the expression given in the supporting information. The trends of the Csp at varying scanning rates for
the PEDOT: PSS and PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT SCs are shown in
Figure 4d. It was found that the PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT on jute
fiber shows higher Csp (17 mF cm−1) as compared to the PEDOT:
PSS coated on jute (14 mF cm−1) at a scan rate of 1 mV s−1. This
is due to the influence of edl formation (Figure 1c) and redox
reaction in conducting polymers, as confirmed by the EIS analysis. The observed value of the capacitance is higher than or at
least comparable with the reported fiber-based SCs fabricated
using carbon, metal oxides, and polymer materials[27,28] (shown
in Table S1, Supporting Information).
The galvanostatic charging–discharging (GCD) analysis
(Figure 4e) shows an approximately linear relationship between
charging and discharging voltage with time. The comparison
of GCD plots for the PEDOT: PSS and PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT
based SCs in Figure 4e shows that both SCs have fast charging/
discharging capability and exhibit good capacitive properties. Compared to the stable linear response of PEDOT: PSS/
SWCNT, a variation of linearity in the charging–discharging
curve is observed for the PEDOT: PSS electrode. This could
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Sustainable Systems published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 4. a,b) Comparison of CV plot for PEDOT:PSS and PEDOT:PSS/SWCNT based SCs at 10 and 1 mV s−1, respectively, c) CV spectra at different
scanning rate, d) measured specific capacitance of the SCs, e) GGCD plot for the PEDOT:PSS and PEDOT:PSS/SWCNT based SCs, f) GCD plot for
PEDOT:PSS/SWCNT at different applied current densities.

be due to redox reactions occurring in the uncoated PEDOT:
PSS. The GCD curves at different applied currents were also
measured for the two types of SCs (Figure 4f). The measured Csp, after considering the IRdrop, shows a slightly higher
value (8.65 mF cm−1) for the PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT SC when
compared to the PEDOT: PSS SC (8 mF cm−1), at an applied
current of 0.1 mA. For the same Csp, the energy and power densities of the PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT SC are 0.712 μWh cm−1 and
3.85 µW cm−1, respectively. These values are slightly higher than
those observed for the PEDOT: PSS electrode (0.608 μWh cm−1
and 3.69 µW cm−1). The observed energy density for the developed SC is higher than or comparable with the reported carbon
or metal fiber-based SCs (e.g., 0.70 μWh cm−1 and 13.7 µW cm−1
carbon micro-fibers coated with SWCNTs;[27] 1.089 μWh cm−1
for MnO2 coated carbon fibers;[29] 0.085 μWh cm−1 in carbon
nanotube/ordered mesoporous carbon composite fibers
based SC[30]).
The performance of PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT on jute fiber
was evaluated for 5000 charging–discharging cycles at 0.3 mA
charging current. We observed that the SC took almost 13 days
to complete this cyclic measurement. The data for initial
and final cycles were stored and plotted in Figure 5a,b along
with the observed drift in voltage. The study shows the stability of the SC for long charging–discharging measurements
when HEC based electrolytes are used. The measured capacitive retention is 60% (after considering the potential drift of
0.22 V). If we do not consider the potential drift (i.e., keeping
0.8 V as constant) the capacitive retention is 52%. To evaluate
the suitability of the presented SC for practical applications,
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its performance was also tested for static bending (Figure S2a,
Supporting Information, shows the experimental setup)
and negligible variation in electrical properties was observed
(Figure S2b, Supporting Information). Further, the variation
of electrical properties (resistance and capacitance) at the AC
signal of 1 kHz under dynamic cyclic bending was evaluated
as shown in Figure 5c. The cyclic bending test shows no significant change in the performance (capacitance variation
is ± 0.02 mF) of the SC before and after 300 bending cycles
(Figure 5c,d). The PEDOT: PSS–jute fiber SC was also placed
in a beaker (without any packaging) and the electrochemical
properties (discussed in Figure S3, Supporting Information, by
using PVA–KCl gel electrolyte) showed excellent performance.
The energy and power densities of this SC show that it could
be potentially used for low power sensors that require voltage
less than 500 mV and µA current range for their operation. To
demonstrate this possibility, we also developed two jute fiberbased sensors as described below.
2.4. Design of the Jute Fiber-Based Sensors
The push toward more environmentally sustainable is also
driving the development of sensors on cellulose-based materials
with biocompatible or biodegradable electrodes. This is also
needed to overcome the traditional issues with standard electrodes such as the hazardous nature of the employed materials.
The jute fiber-based sensors are attractive in this context. They
could be potentially employed to monitor the quality of food,
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Figure 5. a,b) Initial and final cycles of long charging–discharging (5000 cycles) analysis along with the potential drift. The performances of the jutefibre based SCs under dynamic bending conditions c) without bending and initial cycles, d) during final cyclic bending.

environment, and health. Here, we designed the electrodes by
drop-casting the PEDOT: PSS ink on jute fiber, similar to the
SC electrode fabrication (as shown in Figure 6a) (PEDOT: PSS

ink was prepared by mixing with ethylene glycol (EG)). Using
this electrode, humidity and temperature sensors were fabricated. For the temperature sensor, the electrode was covered

Figure 6. a) Fabrication steps of the jute fibre/PEDOT: PSS electrode for temperature and humidity sensing. b,c) Performances of humidity and temperature sensors, respectively.
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with cling film to avoid the influence of humidity on the surface of the electrode.
2.5. Performance of Jute Fiber-Based Sensors
The PEDOT: PSS coated jute-fiber based humidity sensor
shows an almost linear relationship between the relative
humidity (RH) and resistance up to nearly 50% RH, with
resistance decreasing with increasing humidity (slope of
1.5 Ω/%RH or 0.20%/RH with a linear coefficient of 0.9552).
The response steadily reaches a plateau from 50 to 95% RH.
With increasing RH, a decrease in resistance was observed
(shown in Figure 6b) as the water molecules are adsorbed on
the surface of the PEDOT: PSS film and an electrostatic field is
caused by the hydronium ion (an edl formation) – which promotes higher ionic conduction.[31] Considering the significant
dipole moment of water molecules, their adsorption on the surface of the PEDOT: PSS may increase the charge carrier density of the film, as the doping materials influence the overall
conductivity of semiconducting layers.[32] Furthermore, the
water layer could dissolve some of the PSS protons, changing
the hole conductivity of PEDOT: PSS to an ionic conductivity.[33]
Recent studies, showing the swelling behavior of PEDOT:PSS
in high humidity environments, have noted water uptake could
be reduced by post-treating of PEDOT:PSS layer with EG.[34]
The treatment with EG could reduce the PSS content inside the
film, increasing the film hydrophobicity.[34] This could explain
why the resistance variation is lower at higher humidity values.
For temperature evaluation, the PEDOT: PSS coated jute
fiber was inserted in water (after packing the electrode).
The measurement in water gives a uniform distribution of the
temperature around the circular fiber electrode. We noted that

with increasing temperature the resistance of the electrode
decreased (shown in Figure 6c) and it depends on the length
of the electrode (here the active length of the electrode is 2 cm).
The decrease in the resistance of the PEDOT: PSS based sensor
is attributed to the shift in the thermal energy which leads to
microstructural changes in PEDOT: PSS as previously discussed.[35,36] The sensor shows an almost linear decrease in
the resistance (from 24 to 35 °C with a slope of 0.23% °C−1)
with a linear coefficient of 0.9701) and exponential decrease
at high temperatures. Here the active electrode (PEDOT: PSS)
is a p-type semiconductor in which increasing temperature
causes excitation of the electrons from the conduction band
(CB) to the valence band (VB).[36–38] This thermal energy creates a hole in the VB and the material shows a negative temperature coefficient of the resistance characteristics. The magnitude of the resistance variation could be varied by changing
the conductivity of PEDOT: PSS, for example, by varying the
EG concentration and the dimension of the electrode.[36,37]
Stable performance of these conductive fiber-based sensors for
real-time applications could be obtained by applying constant
power. For this, a demo was developed as discussed below.
2.6. Energy Autonomous System
The development of devices alone is insufficient when it comes
to bringing a positive change in terms of sustainable ICT for
various applications. There is a need to focus on the energy
autonomy of a full system. In this regard, we demonstrate the
jute fiber-based sensors and SC integrated on a jute bag along
with a flexible solar cell. The energy generated by the flexible
solar cells is stored in the jute fiber SC (shown in Figure 7a),
which is then used to operate the sensors. The charging and

Figure 7. a) Schematic for SC charging using a flexible solar cell. b) Self-discharging of the SC integrated on c) the jute bag along with solar cell and
temperature sensor. d) The response of SC powered temperature sensor.
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discharging of the SC (PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT) by using the
solar cell is shown in Figure S4, Supporting Information. Initially, the SC was fully discharged and again charged using
solar cell (up to 1 V). The self-discharging of SC was observed
using the multimeter. The results show the discharge from
1 to 0.7 V in 348 s. However, at the lower voltage, the self-discharging time was much longer (e.g., from 0.7 to 0.4 V it took
more than 25 min), as shown in Figure 7b. These results are
useful as the operating voltage of sensors in many practical
applications range between 100 to 500 mV (depending on the
type of materials used for fabrication) and in this regard our SC
is attractive. As proof of concept the flexible solar cell, attached
to the jute bag, was used to charge the SC (shown in Figure 7c).
Once the SC is charged, the temperature sensor on the bag is
powered as shown in Figure 7d (block diagram for powering the
temperature sensor is given in Figure S5, Supporting Information). When hot air was blown on the jute-based temperature
sensor, the resistance of the electrode decreased over time (with
response time less than 1 min) in line with the performance
discussed above. The sensor returned to its original stage when
the source of heat was removed. A real-time demo is shown in
Movie S1, Supporting Information. Such energy-autonomoussensitized bags could provide rich information about the content inside (e.g., food, grain, and other items). As an example,
the jute based smart-sacks with moisture, temperature, and
CO2 sensors could provide critical information needed to minimize post-harvest losses of grains.

3. Conclusions
In summary, this paper demonstrated a modified jute-fiber
based PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT electrode and cellulose as a
major component and their use for development of energyautonomous system having temperature and humidity sensors and SC. To this end, we also prepared a new HEC–KCl
based gel electrolyte. The PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT coated
jute-fiber based SCs exhibit a capacitance of 17 mF cm−1 at
1 mV s−1. The GCD analysis shows the energy and power
densities of the SC are 0.712 μWh cm−1 and 3.85 µW cm−1,
respectively at a capacitance of 8.65 mF cm−1 for an applied
current of 0.1 mA. The long charging–discharging analysis
(5000 cycles) shows that the SC could work up to 13 days with
a capacitive retention of 60%. By using cellulose-based materials (substrate, separator, and electrolyte) with biocompatible
electrodes the presented SC offers an attractive route for sustainable energy storage and demonstrates the potential use
by powering sensors suitable for applications such as smart
packaging for food quality monitoring. In this regard, the
developed jute/PEDOT: PSS based humidity and temperature sensors are also presented in this paper. The fabricated
temperature sensor shows a relative change in response of
0.23% °C−1 from 24 to 35 °C and the humidity sensor exhibits
a sensitivity of 1.5 Ω/%RH (relative change of 0.20%) up to
50%RH. The temperature sensor was powered using the fabricated SC after the latter was charged with solar cells. The
charging–discharging performance shows the potential use
of the complete system in applications such as wearables,
food quality, and environmental monitoring.
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4. Experimental Section
Materials: In this work, PEDOT: PSS (Ossila PH 1000) and SWCNT
(Sigma Aldrich) were used for electrode fabrication. EG (Acros Organic)
was used for enhancing the conductivity of PEDOT: PSS. The jute fibers
(length 10 cm, diameter nearly 2 mm) were purchased from the local
shop. The jute fibers were sonicated for 30 min in acetone and 30 min in
deionized (DI) water to remove any impurities. They were subsequently
dried in the oven for 30 min at 80 °C. Ag conductive epoxy (from RS
components, 186–3600) and polyester/cellulose blend separator (Techni
Cloth, TX 612) were used for electrode connection and separator. Here
the new electrolyte was prepared using hydroxy ethyl cellulose (Sigma
Aldrich) and potassium chloride, KCl (Sigma Aldrich).
Fabrication of Fiber-Based Electrodes and SC: To coat the jute fiber, a
1:1 solution containing PEDOT: PSS (Ossila PH 1000) and EG (Acros
Organic) was mixed via sonicating for 3 h at room temperature. The
EG doping was used to enhance the conductivity of PEDOT: PSS by
elongating the polymer backbone and facilitating the charge carrier
hopping between the conducting and the insulating chains.[1,2] Here two
types of electrodes were prepared to compare the performances of the
jute-PEDOT: PSS based SC and the jute-PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT based SC.
i) Jute-PEDOT: PSS electrode: For this, the dried jute fibres were dipped
into the PEDOT: PSS solution and left to soak for 45 min. After
coating, the fibres were dried in the oven at 70 °C for 1 h. The process
was repeated two times to form a uniform coating and distribution
along the fibres.
ii) Jute-PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT electrode: The PEDOT: PSS coated jute
fibres from step (i) were dipped in SWCNT ink for 30 min and then
dried in the oven at 70 °C for 1 h.
After coating the materials on the jute fiber, an Ag conductive epoxy
was painted at the end of the electrodes for external wire connection.
The Ag epoxy was dried at 70 °C for 1 h in the oven and then epoxy
polyurethane was coated on the top of Ag epoxy as insulation. For
drying the polyurethane, the fibers were further heated in the oven at
70 °C for 3 h. The images of the prepared fiber electrodes and SC are
shown in Figure S6a,b, Supporting Information. The conductive nature
of the PEDOT: PSS with EG ink coated jute fiber was demonstrated
by connecting it to a light-emitting diode, as shown in Figure S7,
Supporting Information.
For SC fabrication, the gel electrolyte was prepared by dissolving
5 wt% of HEC in 1 m aqueous KCl salt solution in DI water at 50 °C for
3 h. The prepared gel electrolyte was coated on the top of the fiber
electrode and stacked for the SC fabrication using a polyester/cellulose
blend separator (Techni Cloth, TX 612) as an ion-permeable separator
membrane. Figure 1a,b illustrates the cross-section of the SC and the
electrode. Finally, for evaluation purpose, the SCs were packed and
encapsulated in a polymer cling film and cellulose cloth (Figure 1c).
Characterization: The morphology of the jute, jute–PEDOT: PSS, and
jute–PEDOT: PSS/SWCNT were observed from SEM (SU8240, BRUKER
at 15 kV and WD of 8 mm) imaging. Absorption spectra were measured
using a dry-air purged Bruker Vertex 70 spectrometer equipped with a
globar lamp, a DLaTGS detector, and a KBr beamsplitter. 32 scans were
taken at room temperature between 400 and 4000 cm−1 with a 4 cm−1
resolution. The transmission spectrum of hydroxyl-ethyl cellulose + KCl
was measured with the sample placed on a microscope slide. The rest
of the spectra were measured using a diamond ATR accessory (Bruker
Platinum ATR Unit A225) and placing the sample directly on the diamond
crystal. The electrochemical performances of the SCs were evaluated
by CV, EIS, and GCD methods in a two-electrode electrochemical cell
system connected to the Metrohm Autolab (PGSTAT302N, Netherland)
workstation (shown in Figure S6b, Supporting Information). CV analysis
was carried out at a scan rate of 1 to 100 mV s−1 in a potential range
of 0 to 0.8 V. The EIS measurements were carried out from 1 mHz to
100 kHz at sinusoidal signals of 10 mV. The GCD measurements of the
SCs were tested by using source meter (Agilent, U2722A) controlled with
a LabVIEW program at a potential window 0.8 V for different applied
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currents. The performance of SCs at different bending states was
analyzed by static bending with a radius of 1 and 3 cm. The variation
of electrical properties (resistance and capacitance) at the AC signal of
1 kHz under dynamic cyclic bending (300 cycles) were also observed.
The electrochemical performance was also investigated for PEDOT:
PSS–jute fiber SC tested using PVA–KCl gel electrolyte by wrapping in
a beaker. The PEDOT: PSS coated jute fiber also shows repeatability in
performances, as confirmed by similar response of the new devices. The
electrolyte–electrode interaction for two measurements was provided
through impedance data given in supporting information in Figure S8,
Supporting Information. The jute fiber SC was directly charged with an
amorphous silicon (a-Si) flexible solar cell (Sanyo, AT7665A 664–6841)
placed under a lamp. The stored charge was discharged using a
multimeter and monitored through a LabVIEW program.
Sensors Fabrication and Characterization: For humidity and temperature
sensor fabrication, PEDOT: PSS coated jute fibers were prepared in a
manner similar to the SC electrode fabrication. After coating the PEDOT:
PSS based ink on jute fibers, their two ends were painted with Ag epoxy
for external connection. The Ag epoxy coated area was insulated using
polyurethane and dried at 70 °C for 1 h. For humidity studies, the sensor
was placed inside a sealed gas chamber and kept at room temperature
(22 °C). First, the humidity was increased to a RH of nearly 100% using
a water vapor humidifier. The RH was decreased by purging nitrogen
gas inside the chamber at a constant rate, varying the humidity from
95 to 17% RH. The RH and temperature were monitored by a standard
digital hygrometer and temperature meter. The resistance over time
was recorded using an Agilent 34465A multimeter and monitored
through a LabView program. The average plateau resistance was then
used to correlate the average resistance of the sensor with the RH. For
temperature sensor measurement, the PEDOT: PSS coated jute fiber was
packed using a cling film to reduce atmosphere influence. The fabricated
sensor was inserted in a beaker and water was poured. The temperature
of the water was varied using a hot plate and the temperature value was
cross-checked with a thermometer. The variation of the resistance with
the change in temperature was monitored using an Agilent multimeter
connected to a laptop through a LabVIEW program. Repeatability
measurements of the temperature sensors were also tested and provided
in Figure S9, Supporting Information. Finally, for the energy-autonomous
application, the flexible solar cell, fiber-based SC, and temperature sensor
were attached on a jute bag.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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